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What is the MSMA?
● The Mission of the Missouri State Medical Association is to serve its members through 

promotion of the science and art of medicine, protection of the health of the public and 
betterment of the medical profession in Missouri. 

● We are the voice of more than 4,000 Missouri physicians and physicians-in-training who 
strongly support the need for organized medicine and want to be active within their 
profession.

● We are medicine's advocate at the Missouri Capitol, the Department of Health, the 
Department of Insurance, and the Board of Healing Arts.

● We serve thousands of physicians, patients, and communities on issues at the local level. 
● We are hundreds of dedicated physicians and staff who are working to maintain medical 

standards and ethics, and ensure Missourians´ access to quality health care.



How is MSMA different from AMA?
● They operate similarly but are two separate organizations.
● AMA = nationwide; MSMA = state-specific
● MSMA is a non-specialty-specific medical society for Missouri. 
● MSMA’s focus is advocacy and lobbying in Missouri.
● MSMA sends representatives to AMA meetings to represent Missouri.



MSMA-MSS (Medical Student Section) Governing Council
Chair - Satya Sivasankar (UMKC)

Vice Chair - Nicole Neville (KCU)
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Secretary/Treasurer - Lauren Van Winkle (KCU)

AMA Alt. Delegate - Charlie Adams (KCU)
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Upcoming MSMA Events







What is convention? Why should I go?
● Where YOUR resolutions will be brought to the MSMA House of Delegates
● Where you can testify for (or against) resolutions brought to the MSMA House of 

Delegates
● Shape health policy in the state of MO and help determine what the 

MSMA will be lobbying and advocating for!
● Networking
● Public-speaking opportunities
● Great for CV (residency applications!)
● Elections for MSMA-MSS Governing Council → get a leadership position!



What is an MSMA resolution?
● A proposal that asks the MSMA to take a position and/or action 

● Empowers individuals or groups within the MSMA to drive actions of the entire 
organization

● The basic “currency” by which the MSMA is able to discuss ideas and ultimately 
establish policy

● Provides a democratic structure by which a large, diverse organization can come to 
consensus on important issues



You
• Individual (you) writes a resolution

MSMA
• MSMA members have an opportunity to submit online comments on resolutions

MSMA
• MSMA members directly testify on resolutions at the Annual Convention

HOD
• MSMA delegates vote on each resolution

Results
• MSMA takes action based on the language of the adopted resolutions

How a resolution leads to action



Resolutions MSMA-MSS Authored & Passed Last Year @ Convention

Sponsored by Charles Adams, KCU and Alex Shimony, 
WashU

Sponsored by Charles Adams, Yuan Xie, Bina Ranjit, KCU and Alex Shimony, WashU

Sponsored by Jay Devineni, Mizzou; Missouri State Medical 
Association Medical Student Section Governing Council



Structure of a Resolution
● Consists of two types of “Clauses”

○ “RESOLVED” Clauses: State the position and/or action you would like the MSMA 
to take 

○ “WHEREAS” Clauses: State the reasons, research and arguments as to why the 
Resolved should be adopted by the MSMA



A (Very) Simple Example
● WHEREAS, The cost of medical school is quickly rising; and

● WHEREAS, Large student debt deters physicians from working in primary care and 
underserved areas; and

● WHEREAS, Like schools, bridges and roads, physicians are essential to societal 
infrastructure; therefore be it

● RESOLVED, That our MSMA advocate that the Missouri state government fund all 
medical school tuition



“Whereas” Clauses
● Background statements written to support the proposed action in the “RESOLVED” 

clause 

● Each clause should be one sentence long and make one independent statement in 
support of the “RESOLVED” clause

● Every whereas clause should ideally contain at least one reliable citation (with 
references at the end in AMA style)

● After a resolution is passed, the “WHEREAS” clauses are discarded and only the 
title and “RESOLVED” clauses are retained as official policy



“Resolved” Clauses
● Explicitly state the proposed action that MSMA would take if the resolution is passed

● Each clause should stand by itself both in grammar and content

● The “ask” in the “RESOLVED” clause should be unambiguous

● Verbiage matters
○ “Encourage” vs. “Support” vs. “Advocate”

● Strong Resolved clauses are clear in intent and specific
○ Can be as narrow as asking the MSMA to support an individual action
○ Can be as broad as asking the MSMA to support overarching principles



References
● List in AMA format in the order in which the citation appears in the whereas clauses

● Only cite external sources here (not AMA or MSMA policy)

● More recent publications provide stronger arguments, as do peer reviewed 
publications over sources such as news articles











What makes a good topic for a resolution?
● Ask yourself three questions:

○ 1) Is the topic of this resolution being discussed in relevant political arenas 
where MSMA has influence (e.g., the Missouri General Assembly)

○ 2) Does MSMA already have policy on this topic?

○ 3) Does this topic have a good chance of getting a passing vote from MSMA’s 
diverse membership?

● If the answers to these questions are 1) yes, 2) no, 3) yes – it is likely a good topic!



Okay, so how do I know the answers to these questions?
1) Is the topic of this resolution being discussed in relevant political arenas where 

MSMA has influence (e.g., the Missouri General Assembly)

Best thing to do is sign up for legislative updates / bill trackers from advocacy 
organizations that cover topics you’re interested in. Some recommendations:
● MSMA – good for scope of practice and general health care policy

● Missouri ACOG – good for women’s health policy

● Missouri AAP – good for child health policy

● PROMO – good for LGBTQ+ policy

● Sierra Club / MCE – good for environmental policy

https://msma.org/
https://www.acog.org/community/districts-and-sections/district-vii
https://missouriaap.org/
https://promoonline.org/
https://www.sierraclub.org/missouri
https://moenvironment.org/


Okay, so how do I know the answers to these questions?
1) Is the topic of this resolution being discussed in relevant political arenas where 

MSMA has influence (e.g., the Missouri General Assembly)

2) Does MSMA already have policy on this?

MSMA.org (scroll to bottom of page)



Okay, so how do I know the answers to these questions?
1) Is the topic of this resolution being discussed in relevant political arenas where 

MSMA has influence (e.g., the Missouri General Assembly)

2) Does MSMA already have policy on this?



Okay, so how do I know the answers to these questions?
1) Is the topic of this resolution being discussed in relevant political arenas where 

MSMA has influence (e.g., the Missouri General Assembly)

2) Does MSMA already have policy on this?

3) Does this topic have a good chance of getting a passing vote from MSMA’s diverse 
membership?

This is a subjective judgement. MSMA’s membership has generally supported issues 
related to physician autonomy / protection. MSMA has been more divided on social 
justice issues, although some resolutions on these topics have passed (mostly from 
MSS resolutions). If you want advice on a certain topic, please reach out to the 
MSMA-MSS Governing Council.



Timeline
March 15, 2024 – deadline to submit resolutions (5:00 pm)

March 22, 2024 – online commenting period for resolutions begins

April 6, 2024 – testimony can be given to the Reference Committee at the Convention

April 7, 2024 – each resolution will be voted on at the Convention

More information can be found here: https://msma.org/Convention 

https://msma.org/Convention


Would you rather engage in direct advocacy with legislators?
That’s great! Physician Advocacy Day (March 5, 2024 in Jefferson City, MO) is a great 
way to begin doing that. You can register at this link.

You can also testify at committee hearings in the State Capitol. Basic instructions for that:
● Sign up for legislative updates so that you’re up to date on when bills have hearings
● Go to the State Capitol on the day/time of the hearing to testify

○ If bill is in the House of Representative, you can also submit written testimony
○ Link for submitting written testimony in House: https://witness.house.mo.gov/ 

● Remember that you are only representing yourself when you testify unless you have 
received permission from MSMA or another organization to testify on their behalf

Finally, you can contact your state legislators at any time to offer your opinion on specific 
bills. Find your state legislators here: https://www.senate.mo.gov/LegisLookup/Default 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1KazslaerjHGnYgTlEyWUkDaD0YeM3GSxllUaZuJmEvk/viewform?edit_requested=true
https://witness.house.mo.gov/
https://www.senate.mo.gov/LegisLookup/Default
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